
                                                                                                                                  

 

 

               

       

       

       

       

       

 

 

 

       Part one: Reading Comprehension

• A – Read the text then fill in the table :

 

Job age  Name 

  

 

• B – Lexis :  

1- Find in the text words opposite in meaning to 

 

- Dislikes    ‡………………….
2- Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to :

 

Thin = ................                                                                

 

B/ MASTERY OF LANGUAGE :

a- Put the right punctuation and capitalization

 

could you open the door please 

 

b- Classify the following adjectives in the correct box : jealous 

 

Positive 

................    ................

 ................  ................

Mbarek el Mili middle School

Teacher: Ms Henine 

Class: 3
rd

 AM……..                                                        Name

English 

       

             Mr. Wilson is an English man . He is 35.

hospital. He is tall and slim with short fair hair,

complexion.  He often wears a brown jacket, blue jeans and medical glasses.

           He is helpful, friendly and serious.

free time, he likes practicing tennis and watching films

and boring people. 

                                                                                                                                                                          

       

       

       

       

       

       

Reading Comprehension (    /7pts) 

Read the text then fill in the table : (    /5pts) 

personalityPhysical 

appearance 

nationality Job  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Find in the text words opposite in meaning to :   (  / 1pt) 

‡………………….                                                         intelligent ‡………………….
Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to :  (   / 1pt) 

                                                                          skin=    ....................

MASTERY OF LANGUAGE : (07 Pts) 

Put the right punctuation and capitalization  (   /1pt) 

could you open the door please  

Classify the following adjectives in the correct box : jealous – kind- nervous- friendly

 negative 

................   

................ 

................    ................    

................    ................ 

 

Mbarek el Mili middle School 

Teacher: Ms Henine  

……..                                                        Name:  

English First  Term test N°1  

man . He is 35. He is a doctor at a big 

nd slim with short fair hair, blue eyes and a white 

He often wears a brown jacket, blue jeans and medical glasses. 

He is helpful, friendly and serious. He likes his job very much. In his 

free time, he likes practicing tennis and watching films. He dislikes stupid 

                                              

    

    

    

    

    

 

 

clothes personality 

  

‡…………………. 

.................... 

friendly- intelligent- sweet  (   /1/5) 

 



 

c- Re- order the words to make correct sentences :(      /2pts) 

 

1- My /you/, / like/ please/ Would/?/ come/to/  party /to 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2- you /could/ that/ , /?/ give/ book/ me/ please/ 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

  

d- Complete with “ and” , “but” or “ because”: (     /1/5 pts) 

 

David loves his brother……………… they have different personalities . They  

share the same room ……………. They live in a small apartement. David is a serous …………… 

hard working boy  

 

 

e- Mark the intonation in the following sentences :   (    /1pt ) 

 

              1: Would you open your books on page 25?    

2: Would you open your books on p25, please? 

 

                 C / Written expression     (   / 6pts ) 
   

  You would like to be a famous star and you wante to participate in the  TV show “Arab got talent” 

Send your e-mail.  

1- Describe yourself( physical appearance + personality ) 

2- Talk about your likes and your dislikes  

 

 

……………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………. 

…………………………………………….. 

……………………….. 


